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1. Historical background 
u  1760-1850: First Industrial Revolution 

u  1850 – 1910: Second Industrial Revolution 

u  New system of working 

u  Need of workers 

 



1)  How long does a normal shift a day takes?	  

a)   9-10 hours	  

b)  12-14 hours	  

c)  over 14 hours 

2)  What was the average wage of a male workforce a week? 	  

a)  75 pence	  

b)  1 pound	  

c)  1.30 pounds	  



2. Daily working conditions 

u  Long working hours with normal shifts of 12-14 hours a day 

u  Low wages  

à  man 75pence/week 

à  woman 35pence/week 

à child 15pence/week 

 



2. Wages 

!
!
Source:!https://infogr.am/women6during6the6industrial6revolution!



3)  What does “strapping” stand for?	  

a)  hanging iron weights around children’s necks	  

b)  nailing children’s ears to the table	  

c)  hitting children with a leather strap	  

 



2. Daily working conditions 

u Cruel discipline 

à „strapping“: hitting with a leather strap 

à  hanging iron weights around children’s necks,  

à  nailing children’s ears to the table,  

à  dowsing them in water butts to keep them awake 

u  Fierce systems of fines 

à Alter times of their clocks 

 



2. Daily working conditions 

u  Accidents 

à  roof falls, explosions, shaft accidents and drowning  

à  Forcing children to crawl into dangerous, unguarded machinery 

à  Up to 40 per cent in Manchester in 1833 

 



4)  What happened to a worker when he joined a Trade Union?	  

a)  he was blacklisted and sacked	  

b)  iron weights were put around his neck 	  

c)  he lost his wage for one month	  

 



2. Daily working conditions 

u Consequences of joining a Trade Union 

 

u  Health 

à  pneumonia, chest and lung diseases 

à  Loud noise, smoke, hardly any light 

 



3. Children‘s workplaces in mines 
u  Trappers: opening the doors for the coal trucks to pass trough  

u  Putters: carrying coal for the hewers  

 

u  Hewers: cut the coal with pickaxes  

 



3. Percentage of child labour 



3. Long – term consequences 



3. Working conditions for women in a 
silk mill in 1860 
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Source:!https://infogr.am/women6during6the6industrial6revolution!



4. Government Acts 

!
Source:!
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/history/shp/britishsociety/livingworkingc
onditionsrev5.shtml!
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